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A B S T R A C T

The cross-cutting of Riedel fractures in brittle strike-slip shear zones creates fault blocks. Open spaces develop
between the blocks as they rotate due to increased shear deformation. The present research focuses on extending
open spaces vary from one shear zone to others depending on the dip direction of the sub-fractures and the struc-
tural styles of the shear zones. The relationship between the amount of shear (γ) and 3D open spaces in brittle
shear zones has been examined with the help of analogue modelling and statistical analysis based on the results
obtained from the models. The dip direction of R-fractures within a shear zone has been shown to play a crucial
role in the creation and the volume of open spaces (VOS). However, its effects differ from a simple shear to trans-
pressive regime. In the former, the VOS was higher when the dip direction of R-fracture planes was synthetic to
the shear sense. Furthermore, near-vertical R-fractures showed a tendency to form more space and vice versa.
The effect of R′-shear dip angle on the VOS under various shear strains was low, and its influence was restricted
to situations affecting the rotation of Riedel blocks. The total positive dilatation in the transpression was higher
than that under simple shear. For both deformation settings, most of the open spaces occurred along the R′-
fractures. The role of the statistical analysis in this study was to evaluate the predictive power of variables such
as shear strain (γ), angle of convergence (α), and R-fractures dip angle (θR). These parameters were obtained
from the modelling and their significant efficacy of dilatation. 10% leave out cross-validation method was used
to evaluate the accuracy of the prediction of open spaces. Moreover, 82.5% of the random variations of the open
spaces can be accurately predicted by the controlling variables: θR, θR′, α, and γ.

1. Introduction

In vein-type systems, fractures play an essential role as the con-
troller of the fluid flow. Having a high level of understanding of the be-
havior of these fractures in terms of type, geometry and distribution
patterns, etc., will make a significant contribution to certain structural
uncertainties associated with vein-type mines. Furthermore, we know
that most of the deformations associated with tectonic forces in the
crust are characterized by shear processes (Brown and Solar, 1998-
Peacock, 1992-Wang & Ludman, 2004-Brogi, 2006).

Shear zones grow due to the accumulation of strain and displace-
ment by connecting structures such as fractures in length and width, re-
sulting in the formation of shear networks within the shear zones
(Fossen and Cavalcante, 2017). The formation of these networks re-
quires the continuous and non-local establishment of a large-scale
stress field in space or time (Xu and Ben-Zion, 2013). The intersection

of sheared and high-fracture zones favors magma injection, ore-bearing
solutions, and mineralization (-Sabins, 1999). Therefore, investigating
the shear zones based on the geometric analysis of the structural ele-
ments (e.g., 3D position of fault plane and dip direction, segmentation,
and step-over) contributes significantly to understanding the fluid flow
characteristics of each region (Micklethwaite et al., 2010).

The term “Riedel shears” refers to a geometric fracture pattern com-
monly associated with strike-slip faults (Ahlgren, 2001), but not always
(Passchier and Trouw 2005). Ever since Riedel fractures were presented
in a strike-slip shear zone (Riedel, 1929), numerous studies have been
carried out on R, R′, P, T, and Y fractures (Fig. 1a). At the beginning of
the study on strike-slip shear zones, the geometrical characteristics of
Riedel shear structures have been well illustrated through experimental
studies (Cloos, 1955; Gamond, 1983; Tchalenko, 1968, 1970). Al-
though several factors such as lithology, rheology, and the stress system
can control the nature of a damage zone (Kachanov, 1982; Kim and
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the Riedel fault blocks (resulting from the cross-cutting of the R and R′ shear fractures) and occurrence of clockwise block rotation in a
dextral shear zone (Ramsay et al., 1987) (redrawn and modified). (a) Common elements within a Riedel shear system, though not all will be present in any given
zone. For a dextral shear zone, R-shear (which is synthetic in sense-of-shear) makes an angle of +15° to the principal shear zone (PSZ) direction. R′-shear (which
is antithetic in sense-of-shear) makes an angle of +75° to the PSZ direction. P-shear (which is synthetic in sense-of-shear) makes an angle of -15° to the PSZ direc-
tion. Y-shear (also synthetic) forms parallel to the trace of the PSZ direction. T-fractures (tension fractures) would form at +45° to the PSZ direction. In this example,
the angle of internal friction (Φ) is 30° (Davis et al., 2000) (redrawn). (b) Conjugate Riedel shears R and R′ resulting from secondary fault development in a zone of
right-hand shear. The thick arrows indicate the principal axes of incremental strain developed as a result of the simple shear in the zone.

Sanderson, 2004; Misra, 2011; Misra et al., 2015), the resulting struc-
ture also depends on different types of shear zones (brittle, semi-brittle,
brittle-ductile, ductile, simple shear, transpression, etc.). Although pre-
existing fractures can affect the trajectories of the newly developed
ones within the shear zones (Brogi, 2011; Chauvet, 2019), we only fo-
cus on Riedel fractures for simplicity. Furthermore, as mentioned
above, the formation of any sub-fractures during deformation signifi-
cantly depends on the shear zone type.

Since there are no comprehensive studies to estimate the volume of
open spaces (VOS) of the sub-fractures that result from an individual
shear zone, it is necessary to understand how these structures develop
in the shear zones (Lin, 2001). Subsequently, it can help to better con-
ceptualize the VOS in vein-type mine areas with the brittle host rock.
Hence, we focus on conjugate Riedel shears systems in brittle shear
zones (Fig. 1b).

Although many studies have been done on the shear strain and
structural changes in strike-slip shear zones (Hodgson, 1989; Vitale and
Mazzoli, 2008; Sassier et al., 2009; El Kazzaz, 2012; Zhang and Sagiya,
2017; Velásquez et al., 2018; Tóth et al., 2020), none of them demon-
strates the relationship between the γ and the VOS within Riedel blocks
during progressive deformation of shear zones. Therefore, to compare
the VOS that develop in different modes, analogue experiments were
conducted to investigate the dilatation of the shear zones - both under
simple shear and transpressive regimes.

The primary objective of this study is to investigate the dip effect of
the Riedel fractures in the evolution of the open spaces between the
blocks in brittle shear zones. The present series of experiments also
show that the geometry of the open spaces in the experiments is well
adapted to natural ones such as mineral veins in brittle shear zones. Sta-
tistical methods have an essential utility for any empirical research
such as structural researches (Roberts et al., 2019). Therefore, in this
study, statistical analysis was carried out to obtain a linear relationship
between the logarithm of open spaces and the controlling variables.
Therefore, using this linear model, predicting the values of the open
spaces (logarithm of open spaces) through the corresponding control-
ling variables is another aim of this study. Obtaining a relation for esti-
mating the volume of the veins in natural Riedel-type ore deposits,
which are localized within brittle shear zones, is the last aim of this
study.

2. Analogue modelling

In most laboratory works and other studies on brittle shear deforma-
tions (Miller, 1986; Dooley and Schreurs, 2012; Schwarz and Kilfitt,
2008; Rosas et al., 2009; Katz et al., 2004), open spaces parallel to the
maximum stress axis (T fractures) are rare, and most open spaces are
oriented either at a small (R-fracture) or high angles (R′-fractures) to
the edge of the shear zone. Although R-R′ shear fractures are classified
as mode II fractures, the rotation of Riedel blocks within the brittle
shear zone results in open spaces along their boundaries. The develop-
ment of fracture types partly depends on the type of lithology and rhe-
ology within the shear zones. Riedel fractures commonly develop in
brittle materials such as compacted sand (Coelho et al., 2006; Dooley
and Schreurs, 2012; Sasnett, 2013).

Furthermore, in brittle regimes, shear processes propagate through
sharp and continuous cracks, and higher stresses increase the shearing
along with existing fractures, rather than forming new ones. All this led
us to investigate the relationship between shear strain (γ) and VOS
changes during progressive deformation - both simple shear and trans-
pressive regimes.

During this study, the shear walls of shear zones (Y-fractures) are
considered vertical to simplify the modelling and to have a better abil-
ity to run. Since the sub-fractures of strike-slip zones are also dipping in
nature (Morgan et al., 2021), only the dip changes of Riedel fractures
and their effect on the VOS in shear zones were investigated.

2.1. Model set-up

The experiment apparatus consists of two movable jaws driven by
an electromotor that transmits force to the jaws through a chain (Fig.
2). The main molding of the apparatus is limited in two directions by
compressed transparent plastic. The movable jaws are perpendicular to
the driving axis that exerts stress. Two wooden boards were incorpo-
rated parallel (tangential) to the transparent compressed plastic mold
(Fig. 2a). By moving the jaws, the parallel wooden boards move in op-
posite directions. This form creates a simple shear regime (Fig. 2c). To
have a transpressive regime, we followed the methods already applied
in similar experimental studies (Withjack and Jamison, 1986; Tikoff
and Peterson, 1998; Ghosh and Chattopadhyay, 2008). The compres-
sive component can be applied by two wedges with acute angle (con-
vergence angle (α = 20°)) to have a transpressive regime (the wedges
were incorporated to replicate a transpressional setting) (Fig. 2b). The
convergence angle is the acute angle of the wooden wedges. The alpha
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Fig. 2. View of the experimental set-up and showing different components. (a) Parts of the apparatus used in the experiments, (b) Sketch of rhombic wooden
blocks embedded in the transpression model by embedding two wedges with the convergence angle (α). For example, sub-fractures are shown with dip-angle in the
shear box, (c) Sketch of rhombic wooden blocks embedded in the simple shear model. For example, the sub-fractures are shown vertically in the shear box, (d) Top
view of the dextral simple shear model set with parallel cuts at 15° and 75°.

(α) is proportion to the maximum stress axis. A large angle of α leads to
a greater force (compressive component) applied to the model, and the
value of σ1 tends to infinity at α = 90° (assumptions only).

σ1new = σ1initial/cosα

The process of these experiments is based on monitoring the dynam-
ics of rigid fault blocks to study the evolution of open spaces between
the blocks. Materials such as silica powder or compacted sand are com-
monly used for brittle modelling. Most importantly, since our main ob-
jective is to investigate the dip effects of the Riedel fracture in open
spaces of brittle shear zones, we tried to use materials that can cut
through the dip direction (while maintaining the dip degree during the
experimental process). Moreover, it can show a rigid displacement simi-
lar to that of brittle lithology. In this regard, the following tools and ma-
terials were used:

To model the Riedel shear box, a wooden board unit was made with
cuts parallel to each other at 15° and 75° (Fig. 2d). These degrees coin-
cide with the average value of R and R′ shears in a shear zone. The spac-
ing was selected randomly, and the Riedel-shear spacing is not dis-
cussed in this research. The cutting planes have different dip-angles
from vertical to 70° for each mode. This is to compare the effects of dip
directions and dip-angles of Riedel shears on VOS during progressive
deformation in the models. The shear boxes for each mode are the same
dimension (40 × 20 cm), and each box contains 100 Riedel blocks. For
easier detection, specific colors have been used for each mode and re-
lated experimental graphs. Although continental strike-slip zones usu-
ally exhibit complex 3D geometries associated with changes in struc-
tural patterns along the direction and depth (Dooley and Schreurs,
2012) (e.g., strike-slip sub-fractures), Riedel shears first separate at a
smaller angle from the main shear zone and then change direction to
continue at a larger angle with the shear axis (Chemenda et al., 2016).

Eventually, the geometrical changes of the blocks through the cuts
in the unit wooden board were considered, which are proportional to
the different dips of R and R′. Five modes were used separately for sim-
ple shear and transpression:

(I) R = R′ = +70°, indicated in violet (Fig. 3a).
(II) R = R′ = −70°, indicated in light green (Fig. 3b).

Fig. 3. Five different geometry types being constructed from modes (I, II, III,
IV, V) of 3D Riedel fault blocks that align in the same direction (15° & 75°) rela-
tive to a pink tape (the pink-strip serves as a marker line to determine the di-
rection of R and R′). (a) R = R′ = +70°, (b) R = R′ = −70°, (c)
R = R′ = 90°, (d) R = −70°, R′ = +70° and (e) R = +70°, R′ = −70°. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is re-
ferred to the Web version of this article.)

(III) R = R′ = 90°, indicated in yellow (Fig. 3c).
(IV) R = −70°, R′ = +70°, indicated in orange (Fig. 3d).
(V) R = +70°, R ' = −70°, indicated in blue (Fig. 3e).

The positive sign indicates that the dip direction of cut planes in the
models is synthetic to the shear sense in dextral shear zone, and the
negative sign is the opposite. It should be noted that this simulation was
done with scaling (assuming 1 cm in the model is 100m in the earth
crust). The boundary between the shear-inducing wall (the red line in
the models) and the adjacent wooden block was slipping. The height of
the model box was designed to be 5 cm.

2.2. Experimental process

As mentioned earlier, two types of strike-slip zones were investi-
gated in this study: right-lateral (dextral) simple shear and right-lateral
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transpressive regime. For the former, the apparatus box was designed
for right lateral simple shear, and the built blocks were embedded in-
side the mentioned box. In the other case, the transpressional state ex-
periments are conducted with the same blocks. In each step, the VOS
along the R and R′ fractures was measured from the images. By sum-
ming all the spaces created in these two directions, the total space was
obtained at each stage of the experiments. It should be noted that for
each mode, we used elastic tape around the entire blocks to prevent the
blocks from leaving the shear box and model stress field. The average
surface friction angle between the embedded blocks has been calcu-
lated to be approximately 30°. Experiments were run for each mode in 7
steps for gamma values: 1/7, 2/7, …,7/7(=1) (γ = tanψ), and open
spaces were measured at every step. The results are available in the
Supplementary Table S1. The models had to be run for seven steps to
reach ψ = 45° (γ = 1) (Fig. 4). Two jaws approached 1 cm to apply a
shear zone, and each step was executed in 1 min (strain ra-
tio = 1 cm/min), and VOS was measured in the box area of the embed-
ded blocks.

2.3. Experimental results

2.3.1. Simple shear experiments
The first deformation in this experiment manifested itself as non-

overlapping en-echelon open spaces along with the R′-fractures. This
occurred when the blocks had not yet undergone any rotation, so slip-
ping accrued between the blocks caused the open space. By increasing
the shear strain (γ ≥ 0.5), more open spaces emerged with clockwise ro-
tations of the blocks. However, in some parts of the models, partial rota-
tions were visible due to counterclockwise rotation. This could be due
to the locking of blocks at some points and pressure from other blocks
applied locally by adjacent blocks.

When block rotations occur, open space is also formed within the R-
fractures. At shear strains above 5/7, some open spaces that were ran-
domly developed along the R′-shears began to close and some open
spaces increased. The reason for opening or closing some spaces is not
always the slipping or block rotation. Perhaps it is partly due to the
forces exerted by adjacent blocks together. It may also be due to the
acute angle of the blocks locking or penetrating other cuts in the model.
Mode V of the simple shear experiment had more VOS compared to the
other experimental modes. Furthermore, compared to other modes,
mode I had fewer and thinner spaces within shear fractures, despite
these spaces beginning to close at higher shear strain (γ ≥ 6/7), (Fig.
6a). The study speculates that open spaces are thicker and higher if the
dip of the R-fracture is parallel to the shear sense and vice versa. It
should also be noted that the dip of R′-fractures in the early stages of
shear strain did not affect by the amount of open space.

By comparing the VOS between R and R′ in the models, it was ob-
served that in the simple shear model (mode III), the maximum open
space occurred along the R′-fractures, and the minimum open space oc-
curred along the R-fractures. In mode IV, it was vice versa, and by in-
creasing the shear strain, the VOS just within the R′-fractures was fewer

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the relationship between the shear strain (γ)
and the shear angle (ψ) in a shear zone.

than in other modes. Furthermore, at high shear strains of mode V, the
VOS in the direction of R-fractures reached the maximum (Fig. 6a).

Because of the rigidity of blocks, the overall open spaces formed
within the blocks were in proportion to the amount of lateral extension
that occurred in the initial box along the shear direction. Therefore, the
percentage of length extension is equal to the percentage of the VOS in
the simple shear regime (the Supplementary Table S1).

2.3.2. Transpression experiments
Generally, the VOS created in the transpression model is more than

in the simple shear model, which may be due to the increased forces ap-
plied to the embedded blocks in the case of the latter, resulting in in-
creased block rotation and slipping over a larger open space. An impor-
tant point in the transpression model is that the VOS in mode III was
higher than other modes (Fig. 6b), possibly indicating a greater VOS re-
sulting from the increase in the plane angle of the sub-fractures as well
as an increase in the compressive component. Furthermore, thinner
open spaces were observed when the dips of R-fractures were opposite
to the direction of the shear movement.

By comparing the VOS between R and R′ shears in all models, we
conclude that the VOS ratio in transpression is similar to that in simple
shear; for mode III, the maximum VOS occurs within R′-shear in high
shear strains. The lowest VOS was found within R′-shear for mode II.

It is significant to note that in the transpression models, the open
spaces along the R-fractures are significantly less than the open spaces
in the simple shear models. This condition is probably due to the higher
compressive component in the transpression model, which prevents the
creation of open spaces within R-fractures; since they have a greater an-
gle than the direction of compressive component (Fig. 7b). The data of
the analogue models used to draw graphs are attached to the article as a
supplementary table (Table S1).

By comparing the simple shear and transpression, it was observed
that due to the compressive component in the transpressive regime, the
percentage of length extension (=VOS%) of the transpression model is
more than the simple shear model in each mode in the free boundary
condition.

Fig. 5a shows the different stages of mode III at different shear
strain values in simple shear and transpression models. Fig. 5b shows
the final stages of five modes implemented in both simple shear and
transpression models.

In terms of plan geometry of open spaces in the models, there are
mainly two styles of open spaces that appear in our models: wedge-
shaped (pennant) patterns (due to Riedel block rotation) (Fig. 8b) and
parallelogram-shaped patterns (due to Riedel block-pushing) (Fig. 8e).
Since the strike-slip faults can play an essential role in the fluid migra-
tion and consequent formation of ore deposits (Wibberley, 2003-
Cembrano, 2005-Bellot, 2008), in the following, Fig. 8c and f are shown
as objective examples of mineral veins in strike-slip regimes that are
complied with the geometry of open spaces in our models. A various se-
quence of mineralization in the mineral vein represents the reopening
of space within R′-fracture during progressive deformation (Fig. 8d, g).

3. Analysis of experimental data through statistical analysis

As mentioned in the previous section, the graphs in Figs. 6 and 7
showed that the amount of open spaces depends on the dip-angle of the
Riedel fractures as well as the angle of the incremental strain axis ap-
plied to the rhomboids in the experiments and the amount of slipping
within the cuts in each mode of shear zones (Fig. 5).

According to the experimental modelling framework, the available
results were obtained using a small set of possible cases from the stud-
ied variables. In order to generalize the results to all possible values of
the independent variables, we had to use a larger sample size with all
possible observations. Because it is not possible to observe the response
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Fig. 5. Different modes of analogue modeling. (a) Different stages of implementation (shown for mode III) in simple shear and transpression models at different
stages of shear strain. (b) The final stages of the five modes (γ = 1) implemented in two simple shear and transpression models.

Fig. 6. Variation of the shear strain (γ) to the percentage of total open spaces (V%) in the five modes in (a) Simple shear and (b) Transpression models. The colors of
the graph match the color of the modes. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

variable for all levels of control variables, we had to perform statistical
methods.

To advance the statistical goal in this study, the R-fractures dip an-
gle, the R′-fractures dip angle, the convergence angle, the amount of
shear strain, and the open spaces surface area (obtained from model-
ling) are denoted by θR, θR′, α, γ, and S symbols, respectively. In the fol-
lowing, we used S to obtain the VOS in a shear zone (S VOS). Thus,

we intend to provide a mathematical relationship between the created
open spaces and the controlling variables (including transformed θR,
θR′, , and ); therefore, the VOS can be predicted using the correspond-
ing independent variables, which are measured from the models, and it
can be generalized to the field estimations.

Linear regression was used to verify the VOS created in these experi-
mental frameworks, where assumptions regarding the consistency of
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Fig. 7. Comparison of changes in the volume of open spaces (V%) along with the R and R′ fractures at different values of shear strain (γ) for five modes in (a) Simple
shear and (b) Transpression models. The color of the graph matches the color of the modes. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

variance and independence of the open space created have been consid-
ered. The independent and identical distribution of errors, stationary of
variance, normality of errors, and independence of controlling vari-
ables are required assumptions. The first two assumptions are required
for estimating parameters. The normality of errors in addition to the
first two assumptions is required for hypothesis testing. The purpose of
the proposed model is to obtain a linear relationship between S (re-
sponse variable) and the set of θR, θR′, α, and γ (controlling variables) to
predict the response variable by the controlling variables. To do so, we
intended to propose a linear regression model relating the open spaces
to the controlling variables such that the distance between the regres-
sion curve and observed open spaces be minimized (This method is
called the least square method when we use the usual distance function
in d-dimensional Euclidean space which is the

2). It's the most usual method in estimating
the regression model parameters (e.g., Rawlings et al., 2001;
Montgomery et al., 2021). Using a regression model needs some funda-
mental assumptions; the most required ones are the stationary of vari-
ance (the variance parameter of the regression model should not
change by changing the indexes of open spaces random variable. As it
is shown in equation (1), epsiloñ N(0, ), the variance of the error
term does not change by time or location or season, or any other vari-
able. For instance, (variance) is not a function of time, location, sea-
son, etc.), and independence of the error term which is shown by
(equation (1)), and the normal distribution of this term has been con-
sidered. We used some routine methods in the sequel to check that
these assumptions hold, and in this study, we present the following lin-
ear model:

(1)

In this model, the functions f, g1, g2, g3, and g4 are real functions,
which can be trigonometric, logarithmic, or exponential functions (we
choose g1(.) = g2(.) = g3(.) = sin(.), and f(.) = Ln(.)). The trigono-
metric transformations are popular when there are some periodic vari-
ables (e.g., Eubank and Speckman, 1990). The choice of the sinus in the
trigonometric relation in the linear regression model is optional and is
only used to convert angles measured in degrees to a real number. In
fact, if the cosine was used, the test results of the statistical analysis
would be the same. Additionally, we have a few options to choose from
f(.), such as the exponential and logarithmic functions. The natural log-
arithm (Ln) is used here since it has the highest correlation with the
controlling variables in terms of the VOS created (e.g., Weisberg, 2005).
Finally, for this modelling task, we fit the following model to the data:

(2)

In the mentioned model (equation (2)), we add a small value equal
to 0.1 to the open spaces because the logarithm (Ln) of non-positive val-
ues are undefined, and we observed some zero values in open spaces in
our experimental observations.

Next, as schematically shown in Fig. 9, if the volume of a mineral
vein up to a specific depth in a vein-type mine is to be calculated, the
formula will be as follows:

(3)

S: the surface of open spaces (mineral vein surface area), : mineral
vein dip-angle relative to the horizon, d: depth of mineral vein from the
ground level, V: the volume of the mineral vein up to a certain depth
(=VOS).

Before estimating the parameters and testing the effect of control-
ling variables on the response variable, we select randomly 90% of ob-
served values of controlling variables and response variable as the train
dataset and the rest 10% of these variables as the test dataset. We used
the train dataset to estimate the parameters of the model and to check
whether these parameters were zero or not, and the test dataset was
used to evaluate the quality of the prediction process.

To test that the coefficients of the proposed model are not equal to
zero, simultaneously (i.e., the controlling variables have a significant
relationship with the VOS), we use the ANOVA (analysis of variance)
test. In various sciences as well as geology, analysts use this test to de-
termine the influence that the controlling variables have on the re-
sponse variable in a regression study (e.g., Miller, 1986; Davis and
Sampson, 1986; Hu et al., 2019; Peck and Devore, 2011; Niedoba and
Pięta, 2016). The results of this test are depicted in Table 1. The output
of the above model can be obtained using the SPSS software as follows:

Table 1 shows that the parameter vectors (b1, b2, b3, b4) are not
zero, simultaneously, because the significance level of the parameter
vector (Sig.) is less than 0.05 (in fact, the assumption that the parame-
ter vector does not differ from the zero vector is rejected at the test level
of 0.05). It means that the controlling variables have a significant effect
on the prediction of the response variable. In the next step, we need to
examine each of the parameters separately using the t-test. Since the
ANOVA does not test the zeroness of intercept parameters and does not
check the zeroness of parameters separately (not as a vector), we first
use the ANOVA test. If this test rejects the hypothesis of zeroness of the
vector of coefficients, we use a t-test to check the hypothesis of zeroness
of each coefficient parameter and intercept parameter separately. The
results are depicted in Table 2.
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Fig. 8. Top view of the general geometry of open spaces in the modeling with
representing similar forms of natural vein-type ore deposits in control of sub-
fractures during brittle shear zones. (a) Formation of various open spaces in a
part of the modelling. (b) Zoom in on the part of the model where the open
space is formed with a wedge pattern within the R′-shear. (c) Image of a wedge-
shaped vein from an underground vein mine within the R′-shear of a shear zone
displaced by the R-shear fracture. (d) Reconstruction of the vein in (c). 1: Cre-
ation of open space, subsequently occurrence of the first phase of mineraliza-
tion (Chalcopyrite). 2: The second phase of mineralization (Specularite). (e)
Zoom in on the part of the model where the open space is formed with a paral-
lelogram pattern within the R′-shear. (f) A diverse sequence of mineralization
in a mineral vein represents the step-by-step reopening of the space within the
R′-fracture during progressive deformation. Sequential deposition of a variety
of ore-bearing solutions is observed. This image and image c were taken from a
depth of 300m in an extraction tunnel of the Qaleh-Zari copper-gold vein-type
mine (South Khorasan province – Iran). The directions of the images are to-
wards the roof of the extraction tunnel. The NE-SW direction of the veins in (c)
and (f) match with the geometric position of the R′-shears in the Qaleh-Zari
shear zone trending N45°W (Karimpour et al., 2005). It can be seen that the
mineralization zone has relative symmetry with respect to the center of the
vein. (g) Schematic drawing of (f). Different stages of open spaces formation
during a progressive deformation and different phases of mineralization, re-
spectively (1: Sphalerite, 2: Chalcopyrite, 3: Quartz, 4: Barren cavity). (For in-
terpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is re-
ferred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 2 shows that the parameter sin(θR′) has no significant effect
on predicting the response variable (this result is obtained from the
fact that the Sig. value is more than 0.05). This indicates that the ap-
pearance of open spaces is not influenced by dip amounts of R′-

Fig. 9. Schematic block diagram of the dipping status of a mineral vein at depth
and its surface trace (e.g., the Zar-Mehr vein-type gold mine - Khorasan Razavi
province - Iran). d: the vertical depth of the mineral vein, c: the length of the
mineral vein at depth, θ: the angle of the mineral vein relative to the horizon
level. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 1
ANOVA for regression.
Model Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig.

Regression 11.067 4 2.767 82.560 .000b

Residual 2.178 65 .034
Total 13.245 69

Table 2
Significance test of regression coefficients.
Model Unstandardized Coefficients T Sig.

B Std. Error

(Constant) −3.272 .062 −52.933 .000
Sin(θR) .150 .053 2.797 .007
Sin(θR′) -.011 .053 -.205 .839
Sin( ) .120 .048 2.502 .015
Shear strain ( ) .194 .011 17.773 .000

B is the estimate of the model parameters, Std Error is the standard error in the
estimation of these model parameters, and Sig. Shows the level of significance
level.

fractures, but rather probably by the shearing along with them. There
is no doubt about the influence of the α and γ components; thus, it can
be argued that the variables sin(θR), sin(α), and γ have a significant ef-
fect on predicting the response variable. Since the corresponding Sig.
for sinus of R′-fractures dip angle (sin(θR′)) is not less than 0.05 and
this shows that the parameter of this variable has no significant differ-
ence from zero; therefore, we removed this variable from our final
model. Finally, using S-hat ( ) as the prediction of open spaces (S is
the values that are measured in the lab and is the amount of this
variable using the proposed model and shows the prediction of S), we
have equation (4) to predict the logarithm of this variable:

(4)

Additionally, to test the assumption of normality of the residuals
(necessary to perform ANOVA and t-test), we used the Shapiro-Wilk test
as a routine test of normality (e.g., Weisberg, 2005) which did not reject
the hypothesis of normality of the errors since Sig. level of this test is
0.271, which is more than 0.05. We know that the validity of the regres-
sion is that the regression parameters be opposite to zero. This is
achieved if the value of Sig. level of ANOVA test or t-test to be less than
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0.05. However, in the Shapiro-Wilk test, we want that the normality as-
sumption of data not to be rejected. Therefore, it is necessary that the
value of Sig. level of the test to be greater than 0.05 (this means that the
distribution of the variable under study is normal) (e.g., Rawlings et al.,
2001). This shows the confirmation of the basic assumption of the
model. The results of the Shapiro-Wilk test are shown in Table 3.

Furthermore, equality of error variance and independence of errors
are checked using a scatter plot for residuals against predicted values
and the sequence plot for residuals, respectively. In Fig. 10a, we see
that the range of residuals is not increasing or decreasing, which shows
the equality of error variance. The Dispersion of points indicates the
stationary of the variance and the validity of the model. In Fig. 10b, we
see that the sequence of residuals is randomly changed, which shows
the errors are independent (i.e., the fundamental assumptions of regres-
sion analysis are held) (e.g., Borradaile, 2003).

According to the statistical model, when we fix the values of θR, θR′,
and α with an increment of 1% for γ, the value of this response variable
(the logarithm of VOS) becomes 0.12%. As can be seen in the parameter
estimation table (Table 2), these variables have a significant effect on
the logarithm of the open spaces created. Therefore, based on the labo-
ratory sample taken and the regression model, the accuracy of the pro-
posed model in predicting the logarithm of open surfaces by controlling
the variables θR, , and is 82.5% (this index is adjusted R-squared
(Adj-R2) in multiple linear regression model, illustrating that 82.5% of
the random variation in the response variable is explained by the pro-
posed model, using the components of ANOVA table, we have Adj-

(Rawlings et al., 2001), where n and p
are the number of observations and number of controlling variables re-
spectively).

In order to evaluate the proposed model, we predict the response
variables in the test dataset using the corresponding controlling vari-
ables and depict the real and predicted values of the open spaces in a
scatter plot to show the closeness of these points. This method is called
10% leave out cross-validation. Using this method, we see that the ac-
tual and predicted values of the open spaces are located around a line
which proves that our proposed model is deserved to predict the re-
sponse variable (e.g., Rawlings et al., 2001). The scatter plot below
summarizes these calculations for this method, depicting the predicted
logarithm of open surfaces using the current regression model against
the actual values of this variable (Fig. 11).

Table 3
The results of the Shapiro-Wilk test.

Statistic Df Sig.

Unstandardized Residual .979 70 .271

As we can see from the plot (Fig. 11), the actual value of the surfaces
and their predictions are close to a line, which indicates that this
method is suitable for predicting the surface areas. Fig. 12 shows the
statistical analysis steps performed on experimental data through a
flowchart.

4. Discussion

Systematic vein-sets in mine areas are often considered as tension
veins (Mode I fractures, produced in response to minimum stress that is
tensile and parallel to the maximum stress axis (Twiss and Moores,
1992)); however, they can be shear fractures (Mode II), as well in the
form of Riedel shear fractures (Tchalenko, 1970; Agosta and Aydin,
2006; De Joussineau et al., 2007; Aydin and Berryman, 2010). There-
fore, the study of conjugate faults can provide evidence of their interac-
tion. Dynamic processes affect the development of fault sets and their
displacement along conjugate faults (Schwarz and Kilfitt, 2008). Splay
arrangements in plain view (e.g., Riedel-shear arrangements in a shear
zone) depend on the lateral sense of movement (Peacock and
Sanderson, 1991; Kim et al., 2003; Myers and Aydin, 2004). Hence,
there can be angular relationships between the main faults of a shear
zone and its sub-fracture planes. Although the geometrical relationships
between the fault plane and related fractures provide unambiguous in-
formation for deducing the lateral sense of movement (Brogi, 2011),
Flodin and Aydin (2004) stressed that care should be taken in interpret-
ing their kinematics only based on fault-fracture angular relationships.
All of these factors probably are true for different dip directions/dip an-
gles of sub fractures of a shear zone as well. However, the role of σ1
plunge on the dip-direction and dip-angle of sub-fractures can also be
significant within the shear zone.

Accordingly, dynamic fault processes seem to have an influence on
the development of the dominant fault-hosted mineralization (Sibson,
1989). Meanwhile, Riedel conjugate shears undergo slipping in a pro-
gressive deformation of the shear zone, rotate, and form open spaces
between them (Coelho et al., 2006). Even other studies have shown that
conjugate Riedel shears can also systematically expand without relying
on basement fault (Davis et al., 2000).

In nature, the geometrical design of Riedel blocks follows the R and
R′ fractures, which depend on the dip value and their trend, and the
geometry of the fault block is different. Moreover, the stress field axes
are not quite matched with Anderson, 1951 in nature (i.e., σ2 com-
pletely vertical and sigma σ1 and σ3 completely horizontal). Hence, it is
clear that the dip direction of Riedel conjugate fractures depends on
some factors, such as plunging sigma 1 axis, followed by the inclination
of Y-fractures and also other sub-fractures of shear zones. Although,
dipping of sub-fractures in shear zones is also natural when the shear
walls (Y-fractures) are vertical (Naylor et al., 1986; Ueta et al., 2000;

Fig. 10. The scatter plots for (a) The residuals of model prediction against predicted values and (b) The residuals against the sequence of observations.
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Fig. 11. The scatter plot of the predicted values for the response variable versus
their actual values.

Cristallini et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2017). Since strike-slip faults can de-
velop at different scales (Storti et al., 2003), the mineral veins formed
in control of Riedel shears can also be observed at various scales (Fig.
13). There are many ambiguities in the vein-type systems; therefore, it
is expected that when we encounter this style of mineralization, we will
have a relative assessment of the mineralization volume of this style. In
this regard, an attempt was made to assess the volume of vein reserves
in the brittle shear zone through this study. Therefore, we tried to study
various modes of Riedel fractures in terms of the dip-angle in shear
zones.

It is known that during progressive deformation, most of the force
leads to slipping along existing fractures, and the formation of new frac-
tures occurs less frequently (Hancock, 1985). Hence, by forming Riedel
shears during brittle progressive deformation, other minor fractures
and their effects can be ignored. In our modelling, we focused only on
Riedel shears and created open spaces within them.

In the early stages of the models, the R′-fractures began to widen as
a result of transportation occurring almost perpendicular to these frac-
tures. When structural elements rotate towards the maximum stress
axis, the system intends to expand the open spaces during progressive
deformation (van Aswegen and Stander, 2012-Snyder and Waldron,
2018) and vice versa. For example, when Riedel blocks rotate in a dex-
tral shear zone, the angle of R-fractures direction increases and tends
toward the maximum stress axis, and the open space increases along
with them. Generally, concerning the open spaces created within the R
and R′ fractures, this pattern is introduced; that is, if there is more slip
along with the R-fractures, then more open space will be created along
the R′-fractures (Fig. 14b) and vice versa (Fig. 14c). Therefore, it can be
stated that in the early stages, the R-fractures are more active; thus, the
width of the R′ fractures will increase, and by increasing shear strain
and Riedel block rotations, the activity and consequently the shearing
along the R-fractures will decrease. R-shears incur synthetic slipping in
the shear zone due to the slight angle with the edge of the shear zone,
and accordingly, more force leads to slipping without being able to ro-
tate and create an open space. However, due to their large direction an-
gle to the edge of the shear zone, the R-fractures exhibit antithetic shear
and consequently slip and rotate. This results in the creation of open
space. By continuing the shearing process and rotating most blocks
from a particular angle to the next, the R-fractures are deactivated
while the R′-fractures are activated, and open spaces begin to form
along with the R-fractures.

The existence of fault gouge or fault breccia along the outer surface
of a vein (between a vein and host rock) indicates a shear-induced
opening of fracture and subsequent deposition of hydrothermal solu-
tions (Chauvet, 2019). As mentioned before, contrary to geologists who
consider most mineral veins in control of T fractures, it can be said that
not all mineral veins correspond to these fractures. Because in tension
veins that are formed in control of T fractures (mode I fractures - open-
ing), there is no gouge/breccia at the outer edges of the veins. Since
gouge/breccia indicates the activity of abrasive mechanisms (Kneuker
et al., 2020), if there is gouge/breccia at the outer edges of a vein, this
vein is formed in control a shear fracture. Thus, following the shearing
process during the progressive deformation of the brittle shear zone and

Fig. 12. Flowchart of the statistical analysis steps performed on experimental data.
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Fig. 13. Examples of open spaces created with different dip-angles in the path of dextral shear zones in eastern Iran and fillings in control of Riedel fractures at vari-
ous scales. The stereographic projection of R and R′ for each one plus the 3D projection of the Riedel blocks in each modelling mode is visible from the top view; and
the shear sense direction for the five displayed shear zones has been zoomed. The geometric position of the mineral veins in all images matches with the Riedel shears
position (see the stereoplots) in the relevant shear zones. (a) Locality map and major faults (shown by solid lines) in Iran. The locality of (b) is shown by a rectangle.
The inset square at the bottom shows the direction of SHmax and its effect on the strike-slip main directions in eastern Iran; (b) Hill-shading map of eastern Iran. Solid
yellow lines are faults, and orange half-arrows show the strike-slip faults mechanism. (c) Satellite image of the Zar-Mehr gold mine and its related field photos. The
images show the extracted trenches along the dipping Riedel-shears (matching mode IV), (d) Vertical view of a small Riedel block which the mineralization occurs
within the vertical Riedel-shears (matching mode III), and (e) within the dipping Riedel-shear planes (matching mode I). Orientation of the gypsum crystals which
have grown within the sulfated pyrite veins indicates the shear sense. (f) Dipping Riedel-shear planes (matching mode II). (g) Satellite image of the Qaleh-Zari cop-
per-gold mine and its related field photos. The ancient excavated trenches along the dipping Riedel-shears are visible on the images (matching mode V). The image
also shows the recent underground mining along the R′-fracture. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)
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Fig. 14. The schematic pattern of the formation of the open spaces in the early
stages of shear strain in the experimental models and the change in spatializa-
tion trend with increasing shear strain. (a) The general state of the conjugate
Riedel-shears displays the zero stage of the model (γ = 0). (b) When R-shear is
active (marked by red half arrow) and R′-shear is inactive (marked by black half
arrow), showing the step (γ = 3/7) of the model. (c) When R′-shear is active,
and R-shear is inactive, displaying step size (γ = 5/7) of the model. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the Web version of this article.)

the growth of the open space on the surface and at a depth of Riedel
fractures, we will see different phases of mineralization along the veins,
deposited symmetrically concerning to the center of the vein (Fig. 8f).

Following experimental modelling, statistical analysis was neces-
sary to complete the purpose of this study, as mentioned before. With
the help of statistical analysis, we were able to predict a new response
variable of specific controlling variables. We proposed a statistical
model for predicting the open spaces by observing the new correspond-
ing independent variables without measuring the open spaces directly.
This method is helpful in the real world (field studies) by measuring the
independent (controlling) variables, which is simpler and cheaper than
other methods used to estimate vein-type reserves. Hence, based on the
results of experimental models and statistical analysis performed on
these models, open spaces will appear along with the R′-fractures be-
cause the direction of R′-fractures has a greater angle than the edge of
the shear zone (shear direction). Consequently, they widen rather than
shear along with these fractures. Shearing is mostly restricted along the
R-fractures, leading to the formation spaces and positive dilatation
within the shear zone along the R′-fractures. From the results, it can be
inferred that the influence of R′-fractures is restricted to situations that
affect the rotation of Riedel blocks. Based on the finding on the effect of
the variables involved on the open surfaces, it can be seen that the R′
dip-angle has no significant effect on the creation of open surfaces. The
effect of the angle may be better revealed with increasing samples for
the controlling variables.

5. Conclusions

We conclude that changes in the dip of the Riedel shear planes lead
to a shift in the VOS during progressive deformation. In this regard, the
positive dilatation is maximum if the dip direction of the R-fractures is
parallel to the shear sense direction and vice versa. In the early stages of
shear strain, the dip direction of the R′-fractures does not affect the
amount of open space. Generally, the change in the direction of Riedel
fractures due to Riedel block rotation during progressive deformation
results in an increase in VOS within the R and R′ fractures. During the

early stages of shear strain, open spaces within the R′-shear increase,
while at higher shear strains, the open spaces within the R-shear also in-
crease. The results of this study also show that the VOS in a transpres-
sive regime is higher than that of a simple shear regime under similar
conditions. Furthermore, at different values of shear strain in the trans-
pressive regime, the appearance of open space does not depend on the
dip amount of the R′-fractures, and the degree of R-fractures dip-angle
has a significant effect on the VOS. If the dip direction of the R-fracture
is opposite to the shear direction of the shear zone, the VOS will be min-
imal. Overall, the VOS along the R-fractures in the transpression model
is much less than that of the simple shear model. This may be due to the
higher compressive component in the transpression model, which pre-
vents the creation of open space within the fractures with more com-
pressive component. The statistical analysis of the data obtained from
the experiment on the simple shear and transpression model also con-
firms this argument that the proposed model is suitable for predicting
the open spaces. Moreover, it also predicts the effect of γ (amount of
shear strain), α (convergence angle), and θR (R-fractures dip angle) vari-
ables. The mentioned statistical formula can provide up to 82.5% pre-
diction for the VOS in brittle shear zones.
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